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Surnmary
This is a comparatiue study of the
di,fferences in time spent with patients
in each consultation at mobile and
perrnanent clinirs in a rural primary
care servi,ce. Tlauelling times,
utilization of nrtrses' time and
acceptnnce of seruices by the
community are looked at

II{TRODUCTION
The object of this analysis is the health service to the
community. The Health Area covered is the district of
Umzimkulu, which is part of Transkei, but surrounded
on all sides by South African territory. It is a
mountainous are4 with a total population of about
120 000. The community is organized according to a
tribal patterrl subsistence farming is practised and
suffers from the climatological fluctuations. Many of the
men ale working elsewhere and provide a cash income
for their families. In 1984 the schools numbered 132,
with a total school population of approximately 10 000.
The infrastructure is poor, especially in relation to
communication, organization and transporl For the
members of this communitv. who live mostlv in
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' MAP OF UMZIMKULU _
showing distri@obile clinics
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Analysis of primary health senrices in Umzimkulu
"rehabilitated" * a.reas and small villages, the dominant
problem is rentoteness: remoteness from service
centres (eg health cenhes).

For the past ten years, Rietvlei Hospital has functioned
as a base hospital for this area and has tried to
establish a primary health care system by means of two
mobile clinic teams, one school nursing team and eight
permanent clinics

The basic philnsophy of the approach can be
summarized in four points:

1. To provide as murh health care for os marry people
as possible;

2. To prevent the qtnntiSt of work interfering with the
qwlity of care:

3. To utilize the available resources to the mmcimum:
4. To render a type of service which is not only

available and accessible, but also acceptable ta the
community.

For the pu-rpose of analysing our success, or failure, in
achieving our objectives, we have asked ourselves four
questions - which correspond to each of the four
points in the philosophy. The answers to these
questions are obtained by using measurable data, which
is systematically collected by the different team
members on a continuous basis and stored in a cenhal
place, which we have proudly named our "biostatistical'
office.

The qucstinins we have asked ourselves are:

1. Which health team can meet the objectives best?
a) The mobile team.
b) The permanent clinic team.

2. Which team provides the best possible care?
a) The number of patients per sister.
b) The time available per patient.

3. In which team are the human resources used to the
maximum?

4. What percentage of the community around a permanent
clinic has accepted (utilized) the service ?

Primary health care must per definition, be available
and accessible. For the health team, this implies
transport from the base hospital to the clinic and back
However, the community members also have to havel
from their homes, mostly on foot and often carrying sick
members with thern At the clinics they have to wait in
queues, anxious about their homes which they had to
Ieave unattended

Looking at Questian -1, in order to compare the health
care delivery systems (ie the mobile and permanent
team), attendance figures have been recorded for the
three essential components of the service:

*"fuhabiliation" is wed in tlu meanilq of agrbultwally reorga.nised
intn ui.Llnges with rotatiornl grazbq, seperate ploughtng Innds and basic
water supplizs.
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(d Antenatal clinic
(b) Under-five clinic
(c) Minor ailments

Other groups of patientg like
psychiatric patients, have been
analysis for both groups.

TB, chronic and
omitbed from the

The attendance figures at each clinic are transcribed from
a standard form onto a Crapb reflecting per visit the
attendance in each of the above categories, as in Fig 1.
A bird's-eye view of a year's activity can be obtaine{
seasonal patterns emerge showing decreases in
attendance at times of ploughing sowing and reaping.
Other intervening factors can be indicated such as
weather, vehicle breakdowr! firnerals or faction fights
The workload of the team members is visible at a
glance.

Such a graph is kept for each mobile and permanent
clinic poinL When the individual clinics are arranged,
according to their distance from the base hospital the
following variations are seen: ranging from 7 kn
(Bombasi) to 132 krn (krdawana) Fig 2. It becomes
obvious that havelling time of the team must interfere
with their working time at each station, more or less, in
a normal working day of 8 hours.

Keeping this in mind, we can now look at Qucstian 2.
Quality of care is difficult to measure, but we have tried
to measure two aspects which are basic conditions for
quality:

(a) the number of patients seen per sister per day and
(b) the time available for each individual patienL

TT{E NUMBER OF PATMNTS SEEN PER SISTER IN TIIE
MOBILE TEAM
T\vo mobile teams visited thirty different clinic points
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FIGTIRE 2
tsAR-( 'HART: SHOWING VARLATION IN DISTANCE FROM HOSPITAI TO
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during January 1984 (21 working days) and they saw a
total of 3 056 patients. As each team consists of two
community sisters, each of them carried an average
workload of 36 patients per day (.ungg from 20-69). If
no replacements for long weekends and overtime are
supplied (total of 3 days per sister per month), this
average goes up to 42 patients per day.

TFItrJ NUMBER OF PATIENTS SEEN PER SISTER IN T}M
PERMANENT CLINIC TEAM
Eight pemanent clinics operated during January 1984,
attended by a total of 4 058 patients. Each clinic team
consists of two community sisters and, when the
average attendance on comparable days are calculated,
each sister sees 19 patients per day (rangrlg from 10-
33). No replacements are made for weekends.

TTME PER PATMNT IN THE MOBILE TEAM
Actual working time can be calculated by the addition
of preparation, lunch time and travelling time and
subtracting it from the 8 hours of a norrnal working day.
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Tlavelling time is by far the most imporlant and most
variable factor. For a selected number of clinics (Nos. 1,
6, 11, 18 and 20) the distance in hn was compared with
the average number of patients seen per day and
illushated on a vertical bar chart Fig 3. When actual
working time was divided by the number of patients,
the average available time per patient was obtained"
Frrcm the comparison, it can be learned that two factors
have a negative effect on this patient tnne, ic

(a) longjourneys; and
(b) high patient numbers

In fact, at some places the calculated time per patient
was as little as two minutes per patient and this was
confirmed by timing a team for arr entire week If one
considers the fact that these two minutes include
adminishatiorl history-taking treahnent and health
educatior5 it goes without saying that the quality of care
must at times, be very low.

TIME PER PATTENT IN TTTE PERMANENT CLINIC TEAM
As no travelling time for the team members is involved,
it is obvious that the time per patient ratio is much
more favourable here than it was in the mobile tearn
Additional positive factors are that the patient can
attend the clinic when convenient, as well as the fact
that the team members are not tired by hours of
havelling on dusty or muddy roads.

We now come to Questinn 3.' are the human resources
used to the maximum in both teams?

Professional nurses are higtrly trained human resources
and a possible use of their time could be represented in
the diagram (Fig a): equally dividing time between
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essential administration, curative, promotive, and
preventive work and the unavoidable travelling.
However, when travelling time increases from 20% ta
50% (as easily happens in the mobile team), the other
507 of the time has to be divided between
adminishative and clinical tasks (CT). In practice, this
means that the promotive and preventive aspects are
squeezed ouL

This brings us to Quzstlon 4: what percentage of the
community around a clinic has accepted (utilized) the
service ? Primary health care must be available and
accessible, but should also be acceptable to the
community. This acceptability has been tested at one
permanent clinic and could be repeated at other
perrnanent and mobile treatnent points if the method is
found to be effective. As an instrument of measuring
the acceptance, the attendance percentage of all babies
born in 1983 in the area served by the clinic and their
visit interval at the clinic was chosen An experienced
male nurse, well-known to the community, visited each
kraal in the area and hied to find out if a baby had been
born in that kraal in 1983 and if they had a baby clinic
card- When available. the number of visits on the chart
was counted. By dividing the age of the baby in months
by the number of visits of that baby, the average
attendance interval was calculated Fig 5.

The results were:
We visited 415 kraals (total taryet population) and 84
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Analysis of primary
health senrices
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babies were counted (20%). Out of
these 84 babies, 76 produced a baby
clinic card E0%\. When a distribution
in visit intervals was indicated on a
horizontal bar chart it showed that
8 1% of those with charts attended the
clinic at an average interval ranglng
f rom l to2mon ths .

CONCLUSIONS
What conclusions can be drawn from
the information presented ? What are
the answers to our four questions?

I
l . Although mobile clinic teams cover

a wide area and see many people,
the quality oftheircare is seriously
affected by the time available to
each patient

Permanent clinics serve a limited
area and a relatively small number
of patients, but can provide a much
better quality of service, as more
time is available per patienL

3. Human resources are under-
utilized in the mobile clinic teams.

4. Community acceptance of the
permanent clinic service was
proven beyond doubt in the area
tested. How far the results may be
generalized, needs further evalua-
tion but the method can easily be
repeated at anv time.

An interesting finding from analysing
the data of the immunization team
was that, of the children in the area
tested at this clinic: 90% were fu-lly
immunized before the campaign
started In other words, they were all
already immunized by the clinic team.
Full immunization for age seems little
to offer a developing community but
we would like to close by paraphrasing
a famous politician:

'Little can mean so much for so
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